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Abstract 
In OFDMA networks with the frequency reuse factor equaling to one, such as LTE networks, handover based load 
balance is a commonly used scheme for balancing the unevenly distributed traffic among different cells in order to 
improve the spectrum utilization. However, edge users shifted from the heavy-loaded cell to the light-loaded cell 
usually suffer from SNR degradation. In this paper, a user relaying assisted load balance scheme is proposed to 
overcome this problem. In the proposed scheme, the shifted user can select another user in the light-loaded cell as the 
relay node for cooperative transmission. By selecting the appropriate ‘user relay’, the SNR degradation can be 
effectively avoided. In the paper, an analytical model is developed, the necessary condition of the cooperative user 
selection is analyzed and the optimal user selection criteria for capacity maximization are derived. Numerical results 
show that the derived cooperative user selection criteria can increase the shifted users’ maximum average mutual 
information which indicates the SNR degradation problem has been solved. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
Keywords: Load balance; User relaying; Cooperative transmission, OFDMA 
1. Introduction 
Future generation of mobile networks is envisaged to support high mobility, high date rate and more 
diverse applications with different QoS requirements. As one of the key functionalities of radio resource 
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management (RRM), load balancing (LB) has become increasingly important and challenging due to the 
greater probability of congested cells caused by bursty and unevenly distributed traffic.  
Different approaches have been proposed to achieve more balanced load between cells based on either 
of the two principles: borrowing or shifting. In 2G networks, such as GSM, where the frequency reuse 
factor is higher than one, channel borrowing is an effective LB strategy [1] [2]. In 3G/B3G and future 4G 
networks, where the frequency reuse factor equals to one, shifting traffic from heavy-loaded cells to 
others is the fundamental design basis for LB. In [3] some traffic is shifted to neighbor cells by adjusting 
the cell coverage according to the geographic traffic distribution in real time. However, the automatic 
adjustment of cell coverage relies on contracting and shaping the antenna radiation pattern around a 
traffic hot spot and it has the risk of creating coverage holes. In [4], the mobility load balance (MLB) is 
proposed for LTE networks. The concept of MLB is to shift traffic from heavy-loaded cell to light-loaded 
cell by changing handover regions via adjusting handover parameters. Under this scheme, the call 
blocking probability can be effectively reduced because the unused spectrum resource in light-loaded 
cells is allocated to the users handovered from the heavy-loaded hot spot cell. However, the problem with 
the MLB is the SNR degradation of shifted users due to the poorer channel condition to the new base 
station. This SNR degradation leads to date rate decrease for shifted cell edge users.  
Relaying techniques is a potential candidate to tackle this problem. Adding a relay station between the 
source and destination nodes for cooperative transmission can effectively improve SNR and transmission 
data rate.   [5] proposed a fixed relay based load balance scheme for two-hop cellular networks. Results 
show that new call blocking rate can be reduced by 50% via adding fixed relay stations at the cell edge.  
However, because the fixed relay based LB requires the infrastructure change for the network and 
increases the cost on relay stations deployment, it is not a very simple and economical LB scheme.    
User relaying is an emerging technology to achieve virtual spatial diversity in wireless communication 
networks [6]. A user relaying algorithm is proposed in [7] to improve system capacity with low 
computational complexity and system overhead. Apart from enjoying the advantages of fixed relay 
stations, user relaying has its own benefit. Broadcast is an inherent property of wireless transmission and 
that is to say information sent from the base station can be heard by all the other mobile users within its 
coverage as well as the destination mobile user.  Since all the neighbor mobile users and destination 
mobile user receive the same information but locate in different places, a kind of spatial diversity is 
achieved, called cooperative diversity [7].   
In this paper, we deploy the user relaying to improve performance of handover based load balance in 
OFDMA network, which is innovative. The combination of user relaying and OFDMA can offer high 
data rate to any users anywhere [8], since user relaying can achieve seamless coverage and higher data 
rate. Applying user relaying in load balance scheme is able to not only reduce block probability and 
improve channel capacity of heavy-loaded cell, but also diminish the infrastructure construction and 
deployment expense of fixed relay station. Besides, the user relaying is much more flexible than 
traditional fixed relay station.  
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In section II，system model to select a proper user relay 
is identified, we use the maximum average mutual information to indicate the channel capacity. In section 
III, the necessary condition for relay node selection is derived. And the location of optimal user relay is 
also obtained. Section IV offers numerical results and analysis of the selection criteria derived in section 
III. Section V is the conclusion and future work.  
2. System Model 
The downlink transmission in OFDMA networks is considered in this model. 
Assuming cell l is light-loaded and cell h is heavy-loaded, those two cells are adjacent with each other. 
In order to achieve load balancing, some traffic will be shifted from cell h to cell l, when considering 
downlink transmission, base station (BSl) in cell l will send signal to the edge user equipment (UEh) in cell
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h as shown in figure 1.The transmission in this system is based on frame-by-frame, and each frame has two 
time slots as shown in figure 2. The first time slot is for transmission from base station (BS) to user relay 
(UR) and the transmission from base station (BS) to user equipment (UE) directly, the other one is for 
transmission from user relay (UR) to user equipment (UE). And in this system both the UR and UE refer to 
the user equipments which just play different roles in one transmission. In this paper, amplify and forward 
relaying is used since it has advantage of simple implementation and low computation load for UR. 
                 
Figure 1. Transmission between BSl and UEh with and without URl                     Figure 2. Frame structure in the model 
Consider a downlink transmission from BSl to UEh directly, and from BSl to UEh via URl. As shown 
in figure 1, d is the distance between BSl and UEh, drd is the distance between URl and UEh and dsr is the 
distance from BSl to URl
At the nth frame, the signal received in URl and UEh are as following respectively:
[ ] [ ] [ ]sr sr s ry n a x n z n= +                                                                (1) 
[ ] [ ] [ ]sd sd s dy n a x n z n= +                                                                (2) 
Where [ ]sx n  denotes the information sent from BSl; [ ]rz n is the background noise at URl, [ ]dz n is the 
background noise at UEh, and those noise are all independent identically distributed (i.i.d) complex 
Gaussian random variables with a common variance 2nσ ; sra and sda  are the channel gains from BSl to URl
and from BSl to UEh respectively, the channel gain consists of path loss and shadowing. 
At the end of time slot n+1, the signal received in UEh is as following: 
[ 1] [ ] [ 1]rd rd sr dy n a y n z nλ+ = + +                                                       (3) 
Where rda is the channel gains from URl to UEh, λ  denotes amplification factor of relay, which is 
related to the transmission power of URl. And it satisfies: ( )2 2 2| |sr s n rp pλ α σ+ =
After calculation: 
2
2 2| |
r
sr s n
p
p
λ α σ= + = 2 2| |
p s
sr s n
k p
pα σ+                                                   (4) 
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Where sp  and rp are the transmission power of BSl and URl respectively, and assuming rp = p sk p
To establish baseline performance under direct transmission, the BSl transmit signal to UEh directly. The 
maximum average mutual information between input and output in this case is achieved by independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian in inputs, and it is 
given by [9]
( )2log 1 | |d sdI SNR α= +                                                              (5) 
Where SNR is the ratio of signal to noise power in the source node. Thus in this model, the average 
mutual information of direct transmission between BSl and UEh is as following:  
2
2
1
log 1
2
sd s
d
n
p
I
β
σ
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                                                            (6)
When considering the transmission via user relay, the amplify-and-forward protocol produces an 
equivalent one-input, two-output complex Gaussian noise channel. The maximum average mutual 
information between the input and the two outputs, achieved by i.i.d. complex Gaussian inputs, is given 
by [9] 
2 2 21 log(1 | | ( | | | | ))
2r sd sr rd
I SNR f SNR SNRα α α= + + +                             (7)
( , )
1
xy
f x y
x y
= + +                                                           (8)
Thus in this model average mutual information of transmission between BSl and UEh via URl is as 
following:  
2 2
1
log 1
2
sr rd p ss
r sd
n sr s n rd p s
k pp
I
p k p
β ββσ β σ β
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠                                   (9)
Where srβ = 2| |srα , sdβ = 2| |sdα , rdβ = 2| |rdα
3. Analysis of User Relay Selection 
3.1. Necessary conditions for user relay selection 
The maximum average mutual information for a pair of BSl and UEh is
max{ , }d rI I I=                                                               (10)
When d rI I<  , the transmission through URl is better than direct transmission from BSl to UEh,
substituting (6) ,(9), and γ =
2
s
n
p
σ into d rI I<  : 
( )21 1
( ) 1
sr rd p
sd sd
sr rd p
k
k
β β γγ β β γβ β γ
⎛ ⎞+ + > +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠                                           (11)
That is:
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( )1
( ) 1
sr rd p
sd sd
sr rd p
k
k
β β γ β γ ββ β γ > ++ +                                             (12)
For the given BSl and UEh pair, the right hand side of the inequality is a constant, it can be defined as 
( )1t sd sdC β γ β+                                                            (13)
Substituting tC  into (12):  
( )1 0rd psr p rd
t
k
k
C
β γβ γ β γ⎛ ⎞− − + >⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠                                            
(14)
Since all the parameter in above inequality is larger than 0, the necessary condition that the inequality 
holds is 
0rd p
t
k
C
β γ γ− >
After calculation:  
rd p tk Cβ >                                                                     (15)
Similarly, we can get  
sr tCβ >                                                                     (16)
Finally, the necessary condition that a certain user equipment can act as URl is that  
rd p tk Cβ >  and   sr tCβ >                                                    (17)
What’s more, since 2| |β α= , where α is the channel gain of transmission, which is related to the 
distance to transmit, so the necessary location of suitable URl is derived when the BSl and UEh is 
specified.
From the derived necessary condition, it is apparent that the location of possible URl is limited in the 
overlapped area of two circles, which centered at BSl and UEh, with radius tC  and t
p
C
k
 respectively. 
3.2. Optimal user relay selection to maximize channel capacity 
The capacity is the product of maximum average mutual information and the system bandwidth. In this 
model, the system bandwidth is constant and all the bandwidth is used to transmit information, so the 
average mutual information is identical to the system capacity. For a pair of BSl and UEh, the 
transmission power of BSl is sp , and the distance between BSl and UEh is definite. Besides, the shorter 
the distance of transmission is, the less the path loss is. Thus to simplify the model, when to maximize the 
capacity, it is proper to assume that BSl, URl and UEh are in a line. The distance between BSl and UEh is d,
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the distance between BSl and URl is dk d , and the distance between URl and UEh is (1 )dk− d .  Let’s 
define:   
( ) ( ), 1
sr rd p
p d
sr rd p
k
g k k
k
β β γ
β β γ= + +                                                     (18)
Where srβ and rdβ  are all functions of dk . And ( , )p dg k k  is taken as indicator of channel capacity, 
according to function (9), when ( , )p dg k k gets to maximum, RI is also maximum. 
In OFDMA network,  ( , )R d pI k k  is a convex function of dk  [10], thus when pk is definite and  
( )
0d
d
g k
k
∂ =∂
 (19), ( )dg k gets to the maximum value. As a result, after tedious calculation, when ( ) 0d
d
g k
k
∂ =∂
,
the optimal value of  
dk is derived, so the optimal location of user relay to maximize the channel capacity 
is also obtained. 
4. Numerical Results 
This section presents some numerical results of the selection criterion of UR derived in section III 
4.1. Simulation setting 
The total transmission power of BS in per cell is 46dBm, COST 231 Walfisch-Ikegami model is used 
to estimate path loss [11] [12], 10148 38log ( / )PL s km= + dB, for BS to UE and BS to UR links, and 
10148 45log ( / )PL s km= + dB, for UR to UE link. Shadowing factor is 6 dB. For AWGN channel, the 
variance of noise is assumed to be 10-12W at all nodes [6].Finally, the distance between BSl and UEh is 
supposed as 1. 
4.2. Results 
4.2.1 Necessary conditions for user relay selection 
Figure 3. Region of potential user relay  
Substituting numerical values which are set in the above simulation setting into the necessary 
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condition (17), the distance between BSl and URl ( srd ), and the distance between URl and UEh ( rdd ) can 
be derived as following:  
0.98srd d<    and 4.5 1.063
p
rd
k
d d<  
                                          (21)
 The overlapped area of two circles, which centered in UEh and BSl with radius as rdd and
srd respectively as shown in figure 3, is where the potential UR located. Those UR can be selected to 
assist the transmission from BSl to UEh
4.2.2 Optimal user relay selection to maximize channel capacity 
Based on equation (9), the relationship of Ir(kp,kd), kP and kd is showed in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Relationship of Ir(kp,kd), kP and kd                                                                Figure 5. Relationship of Ir(kp,kd), kd, given kp= 0.005 
From figure 4, it is apparent that for a certain value of kd (the ratio of distance between BS and UR to 
the distance between BS and UE), Ir(kp,kd) is a monotonous increasing function of kp (the ratio of UR’s 
transmission power to BS’s transmission power). And this is corresponds to the fact, since the larger 
transmission power URl has, the better SNR is, and then the larger the capacity of channel the shifted user 
will get. 
The transmission power of URl is set as 23dBm which is commonly used in previous simulation work, 
in this case pk =0.005. From figure 5, it is obvious that when dk equals 0.9, that is to say the ratio of 
distance between BS and UR to the distance between BS and UE equals 0.9, channel capacity gets to 
maximum. And compared with direct handover without user relay, there is about 10% improvement in 
maximum average mutual information. 
Figure 5 shows when 0.7dk > , channel capacity increases rapidly. This is reasonable, since URl and
UEh are all user equipments which are both below roof, and there are many obstacles between them, while 
BSl is above roof, and less obstacle is to block its transmission, so more path loss will incur through 
certain distance’s transmission from URl to BSh than the transmission from BSl to URl. The URl in the 
edge of cell l can not only amplify signal from BSl, but also suffer respectively smaller path loss through 
the transmission from URl to UEh compared with the URl in the inner area of cell l.
Figure 5 also displays that when 0.82dk < , the average mutual information of handover via user 
relay is less than that of handover directly without user relay. It is in accordion with the previous 
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derived necessary condition for user relay selection. Only the user equipments which satisfy the 
selection criteria can improve the date rate of shifted users, otherwise with an improper user relay, 
shifted user’s channel capacity will be deteriorated. 
4.2.3 The possible handover region 
From equation (21) 4.5
1.063
p
rd
k
d d<   , we can derive that 4.51
1.063
p
sr
k
d d
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟> −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  . What’s more, BSl and URl
must locate in the same light-loaded cell. Thus when assuming that the radius of cell is R, the 
maximum value of srd  is R, and the maximum value of d (distance of BSl and UEh) is 
4.5
1
1
1.063
p
R
k⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  .
As a result, only the edge users UEh in the heavy-loaded cell located in the regions which is farther 
than 
4.5
1
1
1.063
p
R R
k
−⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
   from BSh can be possibly handed over to the light-loaded neighbour cell 
5. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, based on the theoretical analysis, the cooperative user relaying assisted load balance 
scheme is proposed for OFDMA network. The necessary condition of cooperative user relay selection is 
derived and the location of optimal user relay which can maximize the shifted user’s channel capacity is 
also obtained. The numerical results prove that the proposed scheme can mitigate the shifted user’s SNR 
degradation problem faced by conventional handover based load balance scheme.  This scheme can not 
only improve shifted user’s SNR and the average mutual information, but also eliminate the infrastructure 
construction cost and increase the system flexibility. 
Future work will involve simulation validation under different network scenarios to verify the 
theoretical numerical results derived from this paper. 
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